In this work, we compare gyrokinetic (GK) and fully kinetic Particle-in-Cell (PIC) simulations of magnetic reconnection in the limit of strong guide field. In particular, we analyze the limits of applicability of the GK plasma model compared to a fully kinetic description of force free current sheets for finite guide fields (b g ). Here we report the first part of an extended comparison, focusing on the macroscopic effects of the electron flows. For a low beta plasma (β i = 0.01), it is shown that both plasma models develop magnetic reconnection with similar features in the secondary magnetic islands if a sufficiently high guide field (b g 30) is imposed in the kinetic PIC simulations. Outside of these regions, in the separatrices close to the X points, the convergence between both plasma descriptions is less restrictive (b g 5). Kinetic PIC simulations using guide fields b g 30 reveal secondary magnetic islands with a core magnetic field and less energetic flows inside of them in comparison to the GK or kinetic PIC runs with stronger guide fields. We find that these processes are mostly due to an initial shear flow absent in the GK initialization and negligible in the kinetic PIC high guide field regime, in addition to fast outflows on the order of the ion thermal speed that violate the GK ordering. Since secondary magnetic islands appear after the reconnection peak time, a kinetic PIC/GK comparison is more accurate in the linear phase of magnetic reconnection. For a high beta plasma (β i = 1.0) where reconnection rates and fluctuations levels are reduced, similar processes happen in the secondary magnetic islands in the fully kinetic description, but requiring much lower guide fields (b g 3).
I. INTRODUCTION
Magnetic reconnection is a fundamental process in plasma physics that converts magnetic field energy efficiently into plasma heating, kinetic energy of bulk flows and accelerated particles. It plays a role in a wide range of different environments, from fusion devices, planetary magnetospheres, and stellar coronae to extragalactic accretion disks [1] [2] [3] . Originally, magnetic reconnection was modeled with antiparallel magnetic fields in a plane sustained by a current sheet (CS). But that configuration is unrealistic, since in nature the presence of a strong out-of-plane magnetic field is ubiquitous in both space and laboratory plasmas, such as in the solar corona and fusion devices, respectively. However, the properties of reconnection in the presence of a guide field (b g ) are still nowadays much less understood 4 . Thus, the study of stability of these CS with shear magnetic fields is of paramount importance to understand the conversion of magnetic energy in these environments.
In order to capture the kinetic effects in magnetic reconnection, fully kinetic particle-in-cell (PIC) codes have become one of the preferred tools since some time ago, with the increasing availability of computational a) Electronic mail: munozp@mps.mpg.de resources 5 . These codes allow the simulation of magnetic reconnection in fully collisionless Vlasov plasmas. However, these fully kinetic PIC simulations (for brevity, from now on these ones will be simply referred to as "PIC simulations") can be computationally very demanding due to stability reasons and the requirement of keeping numerical noise as low as possible. One approach to solve this problem is using gyrokinetic (GK) theory, an approximation to a Vlasov plasma (See Ref. 6 or Ref. 7 for a recent review). In this plasma model, the idea is to decouple the fast gyrophase dependence from the dynamics, considering the motion of charged rings, thus reducing the phase space from six to five dimensions and removing dynamics on very small space-time scales. The gyrokinetic approach is suitable in strongly magnetized plasmas (equivalent to the limit of very large magnetic guide fields in magnetic reconnection). More precisely, the ion gyroradius ρ i has to be much smaller than the typical length scale L 0 of the system: ǫ = ρ i /L 0 ≪ 1, where ǫ is the GK ordering parameter. This also implies the restriction of the GK approach to low frequency phenomena: ω/Ω ci ∼ O(ǫ), where ω is a typical frequency in the system. The fluctuations in the distribution function and electromagnetic fields, with respect to their equilibrium values, are also of order O(ǫ). And finally, these fluctuations are assumed to have much larger scales along the magnetic field direction than across it: k /k ⊥ ∼ O(ǫ), where k and k ⊥ are the wavevectors along and across the magnetic field, respectively. An important conse-quence of this assumption is that the perpendicular bulk speed V ⊥ is mostly dominated by drifts, which have to be smaller than the ion thermal speed v th,i according to ǫ = V ⊥ /v th,i ≪ 1. This fact will be a source of differences between the GK and kinetic simulations that do not have such a restriction.
Simulations of magnetic reconnection with codes based in the GK theory have shown to drastically reduce the computation time, which allows the use of more realistic numerical parameters (e.g.: mass ratio), and at the same time, the possibility to capture many of the desired kinetic effects, such as finite ion Larmor radius ones [8] [9] [10] [11] . However, one of the drawbacks of the GK simulations of magnetic reconnection is that the initial setup has to be force free J × B = 0. The often used Harris sheet 12 initialization is not possible in the standard gyrokinetic theory, since the particles that carry the current are different from the background, and therefore the perturbed current is of second order in the ordering GK parameter ǫ. Nevertheless, a force free initialization is a good approximation to the exact kinetic equilibrium in low beta plasmas with strong guide field.
Due to the previous reasons, it is of fundamental importance to establish the key properties of magnetic reconnection that can be properly modeled with a gyrokinetic code, instead of running computationally expensive fully kinetic PIC simulations. In this context, the first direct comparison between PIC and GK simulations of magnetic reconnection in the large guide field limit was performed just recently by Ref. 13 . They found that many reconnection related quantities (such as the reconnection rates) obtained for different PIC guide field runs have the same value after they are scaled to b g . And this value is equal to the provided by the GK simulations after a proper choice of the ǫ parameter. This is valid under the assumption of a constant total plasma β (to be defined in the next Sec. II) among different PIC guide field runs. The result is in agreement with the predictions of a two fluid analysis by Ref. 14. In addition, the morphology of the out-of-plane current density showed a good convergence between the PIC simulations with sufficiently high guide field and the gyrokinetic runs. They also noticed that low β plasmas require higher PIC guide fields to reach convergence towards the GK results, in comparison to high β plasmas.
However, the previous benchmark study by Ref. 13 did not discuss some limitations in the GK approach, that might make a comparison with a fully kinetic description of magnetic reconnection not reliable in some parameter regimes. In this context, our purpose is investigating the physical origin of the differences between these plasma models in the realistic regime of finite PIC guide fields (since PIC cannot use arbitrarily large values of guide field, where results should match). Thus, we aim to establish the limits of applicability of the GK compared to PIC simulations of magnetic reconnection. In addition to numerical differences between the codes related with the pressure equilibrium condition, we will show that the agreement between both breaks down mostly when secondary magnetic islands appear in the PIC simulations using a (relatively) low guide field. Although they also appear in the PIC high guide field regime or the GK simulations, these secondary magnetic islands have different features as a result of an initial shear flow present in the PIC force free initialization.
The secondary magnetic islands are structures that appear as a result of the tearing mode, with a different (smaller) wavelength than the one imposed by the large scale initial perturbation. They start at electron length scales, growing up to ion scales. In this sense, our definition does not exactly match with some previous studies [15] [16] [17] , which limit secondary islands to those ones with electron length scales. Other works have stated that secondary islands have opposite out-of-plane current density to those of the primary islands 18 . Again, the structures in our simulations do not match these features.
We expect the formation of these structures in our setup, since it is known that guide field reconnection produce a "burstier" reconnection, forming more secondary magnetic islands than an antiparallel configuration 19 . Many previous works have analyzed these structures with several levels of details, in particular in the context of extended current layers, since they can modulate temporally the reconnection rates (see Ref. 20 and references therein). For example, the authors of Ref. 21 reported a core magnetic field inside of secondary magnetic islands by means of 2D PIC simulations of Harris sheets with weak magnetic guide field. It was attributed to a nonlinear amplification mechanism between the guide field and the Hall term. Later, Ref. 22 analyzed the same phenomenon in a similar setup but with 2D PIC simulations during the coalescence of secondary magnetic islands. In our case, we will show that a similar consequence takes place but as a result of a shear flow initialization in the PIC low guide field regime.
Shear flows have been analyzed exhaustively for their importance in the development of magnetic reconnection. It is known that reconnection rates decrease with faster shear flows parallel to the reconnected magnetic field, according to the scaling law derived in Ref. 23 under a Hall-MHD model without guide field (basically, due to less efficient outflows from the X point). A kinetic approach and PIC simulations have confirmed this prediction, but have also shown that tearing mode (associated with the formation of magnetic islands) is never completely stabilized for thin CS, even with super-Alfvénic flows 24 . A two-fluid analytical study 25 of collisionless tearing mode driven by electron inertia showed that a shear flow, under certain conditions, can generate a symmetric out-of-plane magnetic field. Shear flows are also closely related with the Kelvin-Helmholtz instability. Our PIC runs in the low guide field regime do not exhibit outflows with sufficient speed to drive the kinetic version of Kelvin-Helmholtz, mostly because they scale as the Alfvén speed V A which is known to be a threshold for this instability 26 . It is also important to mention the work by Refs. 27 and 28, which found, by means of 2D PIC simulations, secondary magnetic islands generated by the Kelvin-Helmholtz instability in the reconnection outflow (similar to the finding by Ref. 29 , but in the framework of reduced MHD).
On the other hand, the structures observed in our case appear only close to the main X point. However, the secondary magnetic islands in our PIC/GK simulations share some of the features seen in those previous works. That is why we are going to relate their appearance with the core magnetic field and shear flow, depending on the parameter regimes of our PIC/GK runs. The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In Sec. II, we describe the simulation setup used by both GK and PIC codes, as well as the parameter range to be studied. In Sec. III we identified the deviations from the linear scaling on the guide field of some magnetic reconnection quantities, extending the previous comparison work by Ref. 13 . These differences between PIC and GK simulations, appearing for some parameter regimes and specific spatial and temporal locations, are manifested in both magnetic and thermal pressure fluctuations. In this paper we focus on the first ones, while the deviations with respect to the linear scaling in the thermal pressure fluctuations will be deferred to a follow-up paper. The remarkably high values of magnetic fluctuations in the PIC low guide field regime are due to the generation of a core magnetic field in the secondary magnetic islands. This process is discussed in Sec. IV in the context of two fluid theory and violations of the pressure equilibrium condition. Then, in Sec. V, we analyze the physical mechanism of this core magnetic field as a result of a shear flow due to the force free initialization in the PIC low guide field runs. We briefly discus the effects of a high β plasma on all these processes in Sec. VI. Finally, we summarize our findings in the conclusion, Sec. VII.
II. SIMULATION SETUP
The results of the 2.5D simulations (no variations allowed in the out-of-plane directionẑ) to be shown were obtained with the explicit fully kinetic PIC code ACRONYM 30 and the gyrokinetic GENE code 31 . For both PIC and gyrokinetic simulations, we used a very similar setup and parameter set to these used in Ref. 13 . We will repeat here the more important parameters to ensure a future accurate reproducibility of our work. The initial equilibrium is a force free double CS, with halfwidth L and magnetic field B(x) = B y (x)ŷ + B z (x)ẑ given by: with relative guide field strength b g = B g /B ∞y , where B ∞y is the (asymptotic) reconnected magnetic field. This corresponds to a total magnetic field of constant magnitude B T = B ∞y 1 + b 2 g . L x and L y are the simulation box sizes in the reconnection plane x-y, respectively. Ions are initially stationary, while the current is carried by drifting electrons with velocity U e according to J = −en e U e , satisfying the Ampère equation ∇ × B = µ 0 J. n e = n i = n 0 are the initial constant electron ("e") and proton ("i") number densities, respectively. In order to accelerate the reconnection onset, we use a perturbation in B x and B y that generates an X/O point at the center of the left/right CS and that can be derived from the vector potential δA z
where δP = 0.01 is the amplitude of the perturbation. The parameters used in this study are divided in two sets: "low" and "high" beta cases, being summarized in Table I . All the corresponding quantities are calculated with respect to B T , i.e.: the ion plasma beta
T , the electron/ion cyclotron frequency Ω C{e/i} = eB T /m {e/i} and the ion Larmor radius ρ i = v th,i /Ω Ci , with the ion thermal speed v th,i = 2k B T i /m i . We also have equal temperatures for both species T i = T e . Because of the latter, the three first parameters given in Table I are not independent, but they are related by √ β i = (ω pe /Ω Ce )(v th,e /c). This relation justifies the necessary change of the latter parameters between the low and high beta cases. The lengths will be normalized to ρ i and the times to the Alfvén time τ A = L/V A , where V A is the Alfvén speed defined with respect to the reconnected magnetic field:
where ω P e = n e e 2 /(ε 0 m e ) is the electron plasma frequency. We use the previous definitions for the normalization of the reconnection rate:ψ N = B ∞y V A and current density:
g . Note that due to the Ampère's law, the normalized initial out-of-plane current density that supports the asymptotic magnetic field B y will be given by:
which is independent on the guide field strength. Many of the PIC quantities will be rescaled (see Sec. III for the physical justification) by the factor
where b g,ref is a reference guide field, chosen to be b g = 10/5 in the low/high beta case, respectively. This is done to match with the ordering parameter ǫ of the GK runs, defined by: Both codes use double periodic boundary conditions (x and y directions). For the PIC runs, we use a grid size ∆x of N x = N y = 1024 cells in the low beta case (with ρ e /∆x = 1.69), while for the high beta case is N x = N y = 1280 cells (with ρ e /∆x = 4.07). The time step is chosen to be ∆tω pe = 0.03/0.12 in the low/high beta case, respectively, to fulfill the CFL condition with (c∆t)/∆x = 0.5 < 1. 1000 particles per cell are used in both cases for each species. Finally, a TSC shape function and no current smoothing were used. For the GK runs, the spatial grid is N x = N y = 1024 for both cases, while the parallel/perpendicular velocity grid is chosen to be L v = 3v th,i , L µ = 9k B T i /B T , with 32×20 points in the space (v , µ). µ is the (adiabatic invariant) magnetic moment. In the GK simulations, the initial noise level and spectrum were chosen to match with the corresponding one in the PIC runs. Then, this noise acts as an additional perturbation on top of the one described by Eq. (3).
In the simulations by Ref. 13 , the guide field B g is kept constant for a given set of parameters, while the asymptotic field B ∞y is reduced to reach the effect of a higher guide field in the PIC runs. Instead of that approach, we choose to keep the total magnetic field B T constant while varying the relative guide field strength. This approach allow us to reach the very low guide field regime with the PIC code, and thus to be able to distinguish some phenomena that would not appear otherwise (with the original choice of keeping B g constant). This has also the advantage of keeping strictly constant the total plasma β i across different PIC guide fields. Obviously, this choice does not affect significantly the comparison with the GK simulations in the large guide field limit, where convergence is expected.
III. GLOBAL EVOLUTION AND DEVIATIONS FROM LINEAR SCALING
In this section, we first show the global evolution of the GK/PIC simulations, commenting about the computational performance of both. Then, we explain and quantify the linear scaling on the guide field as predicted by the two fluid model by Ref. 14, in order to identify the deviations from it and the key open problems that will be addressed in this and an upcoming paper
A. Global evolution
We obtained similar values for the reconnection rate (see Fig. 1 ) as the ones reported by the previous comparison work Ref. 13 , for both low and high beta cases. Note that this was carried out with an independent set of codes: the PIC code ACRONYM and the GK code GENE. Reconnection rates are smaller in the high beta case compared to the low beta one, as can be expected from the well known reduced efficiency of magnetic reconnection in high β plasma environments. However, the values are still a substantial fraction of (dΨ/dt)/Ψ N ∼ 0.1. Therefore, fast magnetic reconnection takes place in both cases, even though the low beta runs are in a regime where there should be no dispersive waves that may explain these rates, according to the two fluid analysis in Ref. 14 (see also Ref. 32) . This contradiction was already addressed in Ref. 13 and also other recent works 28, 33, 34 . Although there is no a full definitive answer to this controversy yet, all these evidences seem to indicate that fast dispersive waves, such as whistler and kinetic Alfvén waves, seems not to play the essential role to explain fast magnetic reconnection in collisionless plasmas. Since the purpose of this paper is different, we are not going to analyze that issue in this work. . However, some details in the evolution of the system are not exactly the same as in Ref. 13 . Although the peak in the reconnection rate is reached more or less at the same time, we observed that the CS is more prone to the development of secondary islands than reported there. They start to appear just after the reconnection peak (t 40τ A ) instead of t 75τ A . We could not find a valid explanation for this. On the other hand, note that in both PIC and GK simulations, the location of the secondary magnetic islands is highly sensitive to the initial noise level, which is random in the PIC runs. Thus, a comparison of the places where these magnetic islands are formed cannot be done between the different PIC and GK runs
In this point it is worthwhile to mention the speedup of the GK simulations compared to the PIC runs, the main motivation of using the first numerical method over the second for magnetic reconnection studies. Because of the choice of keeping the total plasma β constant for different PIC guide fields to properly compare with the GK results (see justification in next Sec. III B), the Alfvén time in units of ω 
In the PIC runs, because the time step has to be proportional to ω
pe for stability reasons, the latter expression will also be proportional to the number of time steps used to reach a given time measured in τ A , and thus to the computational effort. Then, PIC high guide field runs are computationally more expensive than the runs in the low guide field regime (as well as the high beta cases compared to the low beta ones). In fact, for the low beta case, the ACRONYM PIC code used 3.38 · 10 4 CPU core-hours to run the cases b g = 5 up to τ A = 70 (the last time shown in Fig. 1 ), while 3.33·10
5 CPU corehours for the case b g = 50. A significant fraction of this computational effort is spent in running time diagnostics for higher order momenta of the distribution function, which are used in the results to be shown in the upcoming paper. On the other hand, the single GENE GK code simulation with which those runs were compared used only 350 CPU core-hours, representing a speed-up by a factor of 10 3 when comparing with the largest PIC guide field considered b g = 50. These huge computational savings are an additional justification for the importance of a proper comparison study of GK with PIC simulations of guide field reconnection, one of the purposes of the present paper.
All the results and plots to be shown from now on are based in the low beta case. The slightly different conclusions for the high beta case will be briefly analyzed only in the Sec. VI.
B. Parity/symmetry of magnetic reconnection quantities and linear scaling
For clarity in the terminology that will be used in the rest of this work, we define the parity of all relevant quantities with respect to the y axis along the CS. A quantity with even/odd symmetry (or symmetric/antisymmetric) will keep/reverse sign under the transformation of coor-
is the location of the left or right CS. This is valid for regions around the separatrices, away from both X and O points.
As indicated by Ref. 13 , based in the two fluid analysis by Ref. 35 , the thermal pressure and magnetic field fluctuations should display antisymmetric (odd-parity) structures in the separatrices in the strong guide field regime b g ≫ 1, assuming small fluctuations and asymptotic plasma beta β y = 2µ 0 n 0 k B T i /B 2 ∞y 1 (although a later study 25 showed that this assumption is not necessary for the appearance of an odd-parity magnetic field structure). In addition, both quantities should scale linearly with the magnetic field. For our purposes, it is convenient to specify this term. Indeed, under the same previous assumptions, the fluctuations in thermal pressure are estimated to be (see Eq. 17 of Ref . 35):
Here, P th,0 = P th (t = 0) = P 0 = 2n 0 k B T i is the total initial thermal pressure (with contribution of both ions and electrons) and l y is the typical length scale of variation of this quantity across the CS, away from the X points, with an order of magnitude l y /d i ∼ β i /2. Similarly, from the pressure equilibrium condition the following estimate for the magnetic fluctuation strength can be derived:
In the rest of this paper we will focus only on this outof-plane component of the magnetic field, since it is the dominant one for the magnetic pressure in the studied regime. Moreover, since both expressions Eq. (9) and Eq. (10) rely on the pressure equilibrium condition, which involves only the component perpendicular to the magnetic field, the thermal pressure to be used is defined as follows: P th,⊥ := n e k B T e,⊥ + n i k B T i,⊥ . For brevity, we will omit the subscript ⊥ in the thermal pressure from now on. Note that l y /d i is constant under our normalization for each low/high beta case. Therefore, both fluctuations δP th and δB z are predicted to scale inversely with the guide field b g , providing b g ≫ 1 and assuming the total plasma β i constant. Note that if we had chosen to keep B ∞y constant and increase B g to have a higher guide field effect, the previous consideration would not be valid and a direct comparison between the different PIC guide field and GK runs would not be possible. Therefore, the PIC fluctuating quantities will have the same value under the previous assumption if they are multiplied by the factor Eq. (6) proportional to b g (in the large guide field limit). The choice of a guide field also fixes the GK ordering parameter ǫ Eq. (7). Both factors require the choice of a reference relative guide field, b g,ref = 10 in the low beta case. And because we want to keep the total magnetic field constant, using Eq. (6) and Eq. (9), the quantity that should be equal among different guide field PIC runs is:
and analogously for δB z . For a time shortly after the reconnection peak, this estimate can be seen in Fig. 2 and Fig. 3 , respectively. These and all the other figures from the PIC runs shown in this paper, unless stated otherwise, have been averaged over t = 0.5τ A to reduce the effects of the numerical noise. In the PIC runs, δBz = Bz(t) − Bz(t = 0), where the initial Bz(t = 0) ≈ Bg for large enough guide field according to Eq. (2). The scaling factor Γ is the same used in Fig. 2 . The color scheme is calculated using the same method described in Fig. 2 .
From Figs. 2 and 3 we can infer the same expected result from the previously sketched two fluid model 35 : the convergence of the PIC results towards the GK ones in the limit of strong guide field, in both odd symmetry and scaling to the guide field. This was already confirmed by Ref. 13 in the region close to the separatrices, where that model holds. However, we can immediately notice that not only the symmetry between both separatrices is broken in the low guide field regime, but also the appearance of an additional magnetic field in the secondary magnetic islands not visible in GK or the strong PIC guide field regimes. In this paper we will focus in these differences. For brevity, other differences between PIC/GK will be addressed in a follow-up paper.
It is important to mention at this point that the PIC runs in the high guide field regime are much more affected by numerical noise than in the low guide field regime. This is because, in our setup, B ∞y decreases for increasing b g . Then, for large guide fields the signal-to-noise ratio can be very low, as can be seen in the extreme case b g = 50 in Fig. 2 (e) and Fig. 3 (e) (even with the extended temporal average). Therefore, although in principle there is no limitation due to numerical constrains on the electron gyromotion for even higher guide fields (in our setup, ρ e and Ω ce are constant for different guide fields), the PIC results in this regime are not be reliable due to this unfortunate fact.
IV. CORE MAGNETIC FIELD AND PRESSURE EQUILIBRIUM CONDITION
The core magnetic field in the secondary magnetic islands, as well as in the y boundaries, can be understood from several points of view. In this section, we will describe it in the framework of deviations from the two fluid model sketched in the previous Sec. III B, based on the pressure equilibrium condition.
A. Numerical reason for core magnetic field and pressure equilibrium condition
First of all, why is a magnetic field in the secondary magnetic islands (in the PIC low guide field regime) as well as in the y boundaries allowed and not compensated by a decrease in the thermal pressure? Obviously, this has to do with violations of the pressure equilibrium condition. In the GK code, the sum of magnetic field pressure and perpendicular thermal pressure is kept identically equal to zero (to machine precision). On the other hand, PIC codes may allow large deviations from the pressure equilibrium condition for finite guide fields. Let us quantify this by combining Eq. (9) with Eq. (10), relating thus the fluctuations in magnetic and (perpendicular) thermal pressures:
The respective 2D (frequency) histograms with the correlation of the left and right hand side of Eq. (12) are shown in Fig. 4 (middle row) for different guide fields, at the same point in time that is shown in Fig. 2 and Fig. 3 . These plots were generated by selecting the interesting region close enough to the center of the CS, in order to eliminate as much as possible any fluctuation in the almost unperturbed region away from the CS (not involved in the reconnection process). The chosen region contains all the points with a current density J z above 10% of its initial peak value (see Fig. 4(top row) ). In order to show the locations of deviations in the pressure equilibrium condition, we also plot in Fig. 4 (bottom row) the corresponding fluctuations in the total pressure, δP total P th,0 = P th + P mag P th,0
with P mag = B 2 /(2µ 0 ). Middle row: Respective 2D (frequency) histograms with the correlation between the magnetic and thermal fluctuations ΓδBz/BT and ΓδP th /P th,0 for the same runs and time as above. a2) PIC bg = 5, b2) PIC bg = 10, c2) PIC bg = 20, d2) GK. The points used to generate these plots correspond to those located inside of the green contour in the plots for Jz in the first row. The diagonal black straight line with slope −βi represents the pressure equilibrium condition in the limit of strong guide field Eq. (12). Bottom row: Respective contour plots for the scaled total pressure ΓδP total /P th,0 . a3) PIC bg = 5, b3) PIC bg = 10, c3) PIC bg = 20. d3) GK. The latter is identically zero to machine precision.
An ideal pressure equilibrium in this limit, given by Eq. (12), should follow a straight line with slope −β i (black diagonal line in the middle row of Fig. 4) . Then, the numerical reason of the observed deviations in the PIC low guide field regime is a consequence of the large violations of this pressure equilibrium condition. In the middle row of Fig. 4 , most of the points are along the line −β i for a guide field b g = 20, with an increasing spread in the lower guide field regime. The corresponding GK results follow very accurately that line. Note a distinctive "bump" in the region δP th ∼ 0 with δB z 0 (upper part), which is very noticeably for a PIC guide field b g = 5. There, the strong magnetic fluctuations are not compensated by a drop in the thermal pressure. We can see in the corresponding plots of the fluctuations in the total pressure δP total (Fig. 4(bottom row) ) that these regions are mostly in the secondary magnetic islands and in the y boundaries. This excess of total pressure generates a net force towards the exterior of the magnetic islands, leading to an expansion in reconnection time scales (∼ τ A ). Note that the δP total increases going to the lower guide field regime, even though this quantity has been scaled linearly to the guide field. That is to be expected, since the maximum level of fluctuations for this time are of the order of the initial equilibrium values, and the assumption on which Eq. 12 is based (small fluctuations, the same one used in GK) breaks down. For times after the reconnection peak, when secondary islands are active, we could observe that δP total actually scales quadratically with the guide field. This means that Γ 2 δP total /P th,0 shows the same fluctuation level for different guide fields.
In the 2D histograms of Fig. 4 (top row) it is also possible to discern an asymmetric distribution along the straight line of the pressure equilibrium condition that is more important in the PIC low guide field regime: there are more points located in the right bottom quadrant (δP th > 0 and δB z < 0) than in the left upper quadrant (δP th < 0 and δB z > 0). The corresponding GK results show a symmetric behavior (See also Fig. 2 ). This is an indication of the asymmetry in the separatrices for the PIC low guide field regime: the maximum values of δP th are larger than the absolute value of the minimum ones in each pair of separatrices. δB z displays similar behavior but to a much smaller extent. We will explain the reasons in Sec. V A.
Another important observation in the middle row of Fig. 4 is the presence of a set of points in a straight line parallel to the pressure equilibrium line, but shifted upwards. We checked that they are located in the regions with enhanced current density: both the pair of separatrices with enhanced number density (especially far away from the X point) and the "S" shape inside of the secondary magnetic islands. These regions contributes to further deviations in the pressure equilibrium condition in both δP th and δB z .
Therefore, although the magnetic field fluctuations δB z predicted by the GK simulations can be comparable to the PIC ones in the low guide field regime (b g = 5, 10) close to the separatrices, this is not true inside of the secondary magnetic islands or the periodic y boundaries. That phenomenon can be understood because of the larger deviations from the pressure equilibrium con-dition generated by an uncompensated additional magnetic pressure, significant only in the PIC low guide field regime.
B. Time evolution of deviations in the pressure equilibrium condition
A convergence study focusing in one single time, like the one shown in the previous Figs. 2 and 3 may be misleading. Furthermore, as we already showed, even though the reconnection rates may take similar values for a given time, the evolution of the physical quantities associated with the reconnection process is very different. That is why in this section we analyze the time evolution of the quantities related to the pressure equilibrium between both codes. Thus, we can detect from what time the previously described core magnetic field, and the associated deviations in the pressure equilibrium condition, start to appear. This also complements the work of Ref. 13 , since in that comparison work the time evolution of the quantities related with reconnection was not investigated. Now, in order to make quantitative estimations, we chose to track the maximum of δP th and δB z in a region centered in the left CS (same area shown in Fig. 2 and  3 ). For the PIC simulations, in order to decrease the effects of the numerical noise, we chose the maximum value of the previous quantities as equal to the mean plus 3.5 standard deviations. We do not consider the absolute maximum because is very prone to outlier values, especially in the PIC high guide field regime. In addition, the initial value of the respective fluctuating quantity is subtracted, since it mostly measures the numerical PIC noise, being enhanced for higher guide fields. Moreover, the scaling given by the estimates Eq. b) Figure 5 . Time history of the maximum value of the scaled thermal pressure ΓδP th /P th,0 (a) and magnetic fluctuations ΓδBz/BT (b) for different PIC guide field cases and the corresponding GK result. In the PIC runs, the "maximum" is defined as equal to the mean plus 3.5 standard deviations of the respective quantities, consistent with the color scheme used in Figs. 2 and 3 . In addition, the initial value of the respective fluctuating quantities is subtracted in the PIC results. As explained in the main text, these methods are for reducing the effects of the numerical PIC noise as much as possible.
First of all, we can note in Fig. 5(a) that the maximum of the thermal fluctuations is reached around t ∼ 50τ A for all the cases, after the reconnection peak time t ∼ 40τ A when also the secondary magnetic islands start to form. The magnetic fluctuations reach maximum values even later. This in an indication of an additional process generating δB z , different from the Hall term due to the reconnection process itself (close to the X point, in the separatrices). It is driven by physical processes deeply in the non-linear phase of magnetic reconnection, not being straightforward to describe them as an steady process. This is also the justification for showing these quantities at a time t = 50τ A in Figs 2 and 3 .
In Figs. 5(a)-(b) we can see that the time evolution of both maximum ΓδP th and ΓδB z shows a convergence among the PIC runs in the strong guide field limit, i.e.: the respective curves get closer and closer for all guide fields b g 20. As can be expected, the GK values follow a similar trend as the strongest PIC guide field (b g = 50).
As it was pointed out by Ref. 13 , this agreement extends to many other particle related quantities (densities, temperatures, outflow speeds). However, there are important deviations for smaller values of the PIC guide field b g . These deviations start to be noticeably for earlier times for lower values of b g . For example, the PIC run b g = 5 shows deviation from the GK curve of ΓδB z already in t 20τ A , while b g = 30 only after t 45τ A . Note that deviations in ΓδP th are smaller than those of ΓδB z
The physical reasons of the differences in the PIC runs for ΓδP th as shown in Fig. 5 (a) will be addressed in the follow-up paper (they have to do with the different contributions of electrons and ions to the specific components of the pressure tensor, as well as non-thermal features of the electron distribution function). Here we explain and analyze with more detail the differences regarding the magnetic fluctuations ΓδB z shown in Fig. 5(b) .
Although useful, Fig. 5 cannot provide us with information about the relation of these maxima with the pressure equilibrium condition (i.e.: the location in the space of thermal δP th and magnetic δB z fluctuations). For that purpose, in Fig. 6 we show the 2D histograms relating these fluctuations for three characteristic times in the evolution of the lowest PIC guide field run b g = 5. . 2D (frequency) histograms with the correlation between the scaled thermal and magnetic fluctuations ΓδBz/BT and ΓδP th /P th,0 , for three characteristic times in the evolution of a low enough PIC guide field run bg = 5. a) t = 20τA, b) t = 30τA, c) t = 40τA. Similarly to Fig. 4 , the points used to generate these plots correspond to the regions with the current density Jz above the 10% of its initial value Jz(t = 0). The diagonal black straight line with slope −βi represents the pressure equilibrium condition in the limit of strong guide field Eq. (12).
We can see in Fig. 6 that the asymmetry along the pressure equilibrium line located in the right bottom part (δP th > 0 with δB z < 0) starts from the very beginning (t = 20τ A ), indicating the high values of thermal pressure are generated via a process that is active since the start. The points tracked in Fig. 6 (a) are mostly located in this region corresponding to the separatrices. On the other hand, the "bump" δP th ∼ 0 with δB z 0 (indicating violation of the pressure equilibrium condition) starts to develop just before of the reconnection peak time (t ∼ 30τ A , Fig. 6(b) ). These points are located inside of the secondary magnetic islands or the y boundaries. This is an indication of being caused via a process that needs to be build up during the evolution of reconnection. Later, in Fig. 6 (c) for t ∼ 40τ A , the points spread even further in the "bump region", indicating the shift of the largest deviations of the pressure equilibrium condition from the separatrices to the "bump". The physical origin of this phenomenon will be explained in the following Sec. V.
We can summarize this section by saying that PIC and GK simulations predict similar evolution for both magnetic and thermal pressures especially during the linear phase of reconnection. The formation of secondary magnetic islands breaks this similarity, producing deviations especially in the magnetic fluctuations δB z , that reach maxima for times much later than the reconnection peak time.
V. CORE MAGNETIC FIELD AND SHEAR FLOW
In this section we describe the physical mechanism that leads to the generation of core magnetic field in the PIC low guide field simulations, as a result of a necessarily slightly different initialization in comparison with the GK runs, thus complementing the previous Sec. IV. In this point, it is important to mention some previous works that have found this feature, such as Ref. 22 . They reported the generation of core magnetic field during the coalescence of secondary magnetic islands, as result of a Hall effect that twists magnetic field lines, plus flux transport with the associated pile up of the out-of-plane magnetic field. In our case, the mechanism is more related to the first one but due to a different reason.
A. Initial shear flow
The mechanism responsible for the generation of the core magnetic field seen in the PIC low guide field runs (see, e.g., Figs. 3(a)-(b) ) is due to the development of strong in-plane currents. Initially, the PIC runs have, in addition to the out-of-plane component J z that sustains the asymptotic magnetic field (analogous to the Harris equilibrium), an in-plane component of the electron current density J y , in order to satisfy the force free condition and the Ampère's equation. It is given by:
This represents a counterstreaming flow of electrons with respect to the central line of each CS (see Fig. 7(b) ). The maximum of electron bulk flow speed in the y direction, V e,y = −J y /(en 0 ) (no contribution from the initially stationary ions), decreases asymptotically for increasing guide fields (consequence of a decreasing B ∞y ), as can be seen in Fig. 7(a) . Equivalently: the value of the total kinetic energy of the shear flow, the source of free energy, is higher in the low guide field regime, with a strong dependence on this parameter (approximately, ∝ 1/b 4 g ). Therefore, it converges very quickly to the GK initialization, where this initial electron shear flow is absent (zero kinetic energy of the shear flow). From Fig. 7(a) we can infer an important conclusion based on the relative ratio of the Alfvén to ion thermal speed. Due to the choice of keeping the total plasma β constant to properly compare with GK simulations, the PIC runs will invariably have to change this parameter for different guide fields:
Note that v th,i is constant for different guide fields, while V A scales inversely with it. This means that the ratio V A /v th,i increases for lower PIC guide fields: from V A /v th,i = 0.2 → 1.96 going from b g = 50 → 5 in this low beta case. This value plays an essential role in the GK model, because of the perpendicular drift approximation. This is the assumption that the perpendicular bulk velocities V ⊥ are caused only by the E × B, diamagnetic ∇P e and other similar drifts. The perpendicular approximation breaks down when the in-plane speeds are close to the ion thermal speeds, such as the typically obtained in magnetic reconnection outflows when V A ∼ v th,i . It can also be violated by the presence of waves with high enough frequency (possibly only captured by the fully kinetic plasma description), leading to a cross-field diffusion of particles across the magnetic field 36 . Therefore, deviations from the real physical behavior of a Vlasov plasma modeled via PIC simulations are expected in the GK approach when the ratio V A /v th,i ∼ 1. This is precisely the situation when comparing the GK to PIC simulations with b g = 5 or b g = 10 (the latter is the critical guide field for which V A /v th,i ≈ 1).
The initial shear flow is also the responsible for the asymmetric separatrices (see discussion of Fig. 4) , especially regarding the preferential δP th > 0 over δP th < 0. This behavior was already pointed out by Ref. 23 , where it was attributed to the dynamic pressure of the shear flow, which can tilt the outflow in its incoming direction. As a result, more electrons are piled up preferentially in one pair of the separatrices over the other one for sufficiently low PIC guide fields, contributing to the increase of density, temperature and thermal pressure (see Fig. 2 ). This is a behavior not predicted by the two fluid model sketched in Sec. III B, since it was developed without these initial flows. An extended discussion about this topic will be given in the follow-up paper.
It is important to mention that the "S" shape of δB z in the secondary magnetic islands is not directly related to the asymmetry induced by the shear flow. This has been observed in previous hybrid simulations such as in Ref. 21 , where it was attributed to an ubiquitous feature of guide field reconnection (such as Harris sheets without initial shear flow), due to the asymmetric shift of the outflows from the X points in comparison with antiparallel reconnection. However, that study was carried out in the regime of guide fields even smaller than the reconnected magnetic field (b g < 1), and therefore the conclusion might not be applied directly to our case.
B. Current/flows in secondary magnetic islands
As a result of the initial shear flow, PIC runs with sufficiently low guide field build up a net vortical current as the reconnection process goes on, inside of the secondary magnetic islands and the periodic y boundaries, as can be seen in Fig. 8 . The formation of secondary magnetic islands wraps up magnetic field lines around them, deflecting the electron shear flow in the same direction. Therefore, a net out-of-plane magnetic field is generated (See Fig. 3) . Note that the direction of the curl of J coincides with the direction of the out-of-plane magnetic field (+z direction points into the page). As expected, there is a working dynamo process in these places, i.e.: J · E < 0, involving a transfer of energy from the bulk electron motion to the magnetic field. High guide field PIC or GK runs do not show this effect (negative values of J · E are seen only near the outflows, due to the bulk motion of the plasma). A comparison of this process to the dissipation J · E > 0 close to the X points will be given in the follow-up paper. It is interesting to mention that the tilting of magnetic islands and generation of concentric vortical flows inside of them as result of shear flows has been seen in both 2D MHD and Hall-MHD simulations (see Ref. 37 and references therein). These effects were seen for shear flows in sub-Alfvénic regime, in agreement with our parameter regime (see Eq. (7) and Fig. 7) . Note that the structure of the core magnetic field becomes more symmetric inside of the secondary magnetic islands in the PIC low guide field regime than the GK or PIC high guide field regime (see Fig. 3 ). This is in agreement with Ref. 25 , who carried out a two fluid analysis of collisionless tearing mode under the influence of a shear flow. By taking into account electron inertia, they showed that the generated out-of-plane magnetic field can exhibit a significant symmetric structure for low β y < 1 (in our case, for PIC b g = 5, β y ≈ 0.52), in opposition to the characteristic antisymmetric or quadrupolar structure of δB z for β y ≫ 1 (in our case, for PIC b g = 50, β y ≈ 50).
The current inside of the magnetic islands, significant only in the low guide field regime, is produced due to a Hall effect: a decoupling of motion between electrons and ions, as shown in Fig. 9 for two PIC guide field cases and the corresponding GK result. For the lowest PIC guide field run b g = 5, the ions follow the outflow due to reconnection from the X point ( Fig. 9(b1) ), but the electrons keep their initial shear flow and are only weakly deflected ( Fig. 9(a1) It is important to mention that because the generation of magnetic field is due to a Hall effect, their effects will be stronger when the CS is much thinner than d i 38 , which applies very well to our case (L = 0.2d i ). Therefore, in thicker CS these effects should be significantly reduced and an agreement between PIC and GK simulations of magnetic reconnection will be more easily reached.
The speed of the electron outflows from the main X point due to reconnection is a few times the asymptotic Alfvén speed V e,y ∼ 1.8V A . It varies weakly with the guide field in the PIC runs. On the other hand, the ion outflow speeds only reach sub-Alfvénic values V e,y ∼ 0.8V A , and are much more constant among different PIC guide fields and the GK runs. This is, to a first order, in good agreement with the standard two fluid theory of magnetic reconnection by Ref. 39 : the outflow speeds from the X point are of the order of the in-plane Alfvén speed V A for ions and in-plane electron Alfvén speed V Ae = m i /m e V A for electrons. But the initial shear flow is of course strongly dependent on the guide field (See Fig. 7) . The combination of both effects determines the critical PIC guide field for which the shear flow can generate the current that builds up the core magnetic field (b g 20).
In Fig. 9 we can also note another important difference between the secondary magnetic islands for different PIC guide field regimes. For b g = 5, the electron outflow from the secondary X points close to these islands is strong enough to be noticed over the dominant outflow from the main X point (See Fig. 9(a1) ). On the other hand, for higher guide field such as b g = 20, the electron outflow speed from the secondary magnetic islands is reduced to such extent that cannot overcome the reconnection outflow from the main X point and it is simply carried away from this ( Fig. 9(a2) ). As it can be expected, this behavior is also seen in the GK simulations (Fig. 9(a3) ). Therefore, although the secondary magnetic islands are formed for all guide field regimes in the PIC runs and also in GK simulations, displaying a similar morphology, they have essentially different properties. The dominance of the main X point is much more significant for the PIC low guide field regime than in the high guide field one or the GK runs, a behavior that can only be captured by the kinetic model. Now, let us investigate how these currents are build up from the initial one in the PIC runs with sufficiently low guide field. First, in order to distinguish the relative contributions of the initial shear flow and the reconnection outflows, it is convenient to analyze the system for earlier times, during the linear phase of tearing mode growth, when there are no secondary magnetic islands. This can be seen in Fig. 10 , where we compare the full electron outflow and the one obtained by subtracting the initial shear flow. In Fig. 10(a1) and Fig. 10(a2) , the electron flow is dominated by the initial shear flow for this case of smallest guide field b g = 5: the reconnection outflow is very weak to produce any appreciable effect. This can be measured through the maximum values: the total flow speed reaches V y ∼ 0.65V A , while the reconnection outflow speed reaches V y ∼ 0.35V A . On the opposite case, for a stronger guide field of b g = 20 ( Fig. 10(c1) and Fig. 10(c2) ), the shear flow is weak enough that the overall electron flow mostly follows the reconnection one, being only weakly deflected (total flow speed reaches V y ∼ 0.79V A , while the reconnection outflow speed reaches V y ∼ 0.75V A ). For later times, the dynamics is dominated by the reconnection outflow in both cases, in such a way that V e,y ≫ V e,y (t = 0) (see Fig. 9 ). Note that the reconnection outflows are always symmetric (even), while the odd parity of the shear flow with respect to the center of the CS breaks this symmetry, as we already explained in Sec. V A.
We checked that the electron and ion inflow/outflow speeds have similar values among different PIC guide field and GK simulations when measured in units of the Alfvén speed for different times (see, e.g., Fig. 9 ). The agreement, as can be expected, is better in the linear phase of reconnection. As a result, the in-plane current J ⊥ (proportional to V i,⊥ − V e,⊥ ) will also display similar values among different PIC guide fields when the same normalization is used (see Fig. 8 ). But the generation of the magnetic field B z depends on J ⊥ measured in absolute units (without normalization to J N ). The initial value of the unnormalized current does change with the guide field due to the relative ratio of Alfvén to ion thermal speed Eq. (15) . Furthermore, the generation of magnetic field δB z can be estimated as follows, by using the Ampère's law, neglecting displacement current and approximating the curl ∇ × B by the gradient scale length 1/∆L:
Defining the constant Λ = µ 0 ρ i /B g , we infer that δB z /B g in absolute units (B g is constant for different PIC guide fields) is on the order of ΛJ ⊥ when the length scale of the magnetic field is on the order of ρ i , not dependent on the guide field. In our runs, ∆L can be estimated as the size across the x direction of either the secondary magnetic islands close to the X point (∼ 10ρ i ), or the magnetic island at the y boundaries (∼ 18ρ i ). Thus, the time history of the maximum value of both components of Λ = J ⊥ is shown in Fig. 11 . Note that this quantity does not have a normalization factor dependent on the guide field as Fig. 8 (it is measured in absolute units) . These values have to be compared with the ones for δBz/Bg shown in Fig. 5 . Fig. 11(b) shows the presence of the initial current density J y which is increasingly important for lower PIC guide fields. Both in-plane components J x and J y start to grow after the reconnection peak time. Nevertheless, most of the contributions to the total in-plane current come from the J y component (compare with Fig. 11(a) ). There is a good agreement (in the order of magnitude) of the maximum values that ΛJ y reach with the corresponding maximum values of δB z (see Fig. 5(b) ) for different guide fields. Note that the factor Γ should be removed in the latter for a proper comparison (e.g., for b g = 5, the maximum is δB z /B g ∼ 0.034). It is also important to remark that the maximum values of J y are reached in the boundaries of the locations where δB z peaks: around the secondary magnetic islands and the y boundaries (neglecting the region in the separatrices with almost zero curl). The most important conclusion that can be inferred from Fig. 11 is that the maximum values of J y , and so δB z , become negligible in the PIC higher guide field limit when measured in absolute units. Therefore, magnetic field generation is only effective in the PIC low guide field regime.
All these are indications that the generation of the core magnetic field δB z is due to a process that evolves with the formation of magnetic islands and becomes increasingly important for lower PIC guide fields, and that is why it should not be taken into account when comparing PIC with GK simulations of magnetic reconnection.
D. Boundary effects in core magnetic field generation
We already mentioned that in the PIC low guide regime, besides of the secondary magnetic islands, a core magnetic field is also generated in the y boundaries. This is mostly due to numerical reasons, resulting from the colliding outflows from reconnection in the main X point and the periodic boundary conditions (equivalent to a configuration with multiple X points). Reconnection in the PIC low guide field regime produces faster electron outflows in absolute units, since they have approximate similar values in units of V A , but this scales as ∝ 1/b g . Therefore, this process could be avoided by choosing longer boxes, as it has been pointed out by Ref. 21 . Note that the main magnetic island in the O point of this CS (due to the initial perturbation), is located in this same place (y boundaries), generating a magnetic field via the same process described before for the secondary magnetic islands. Thus, the total magnetic field in these locations has contributions of both physical and boundary effects.
E. Influence of shear flow in reconnection
Now, let us focus on the effects of the shear flow and associated magnetic field generation in reconnection. As we can see in Fig. 1 , the reconnection rates are smaller for the lower guide field cases b g = 5, 10 compared to the PIC high guide field regime or the GK runs. This can be understood in terms of three different reasons. First, the outflows from the X points should be less efficient (slower) because of the additional magnetic pressure due to the core δB z in the secondary magnetic islands (and y boundaries). This process tends to inhibit the CS thinning. Note that this additional out-of-plane magnetic field has higher relative importance with respect to the guide field precisely in cases with low PIC guide field (See, e.g., Fig. 5 ). Second, as indicated by Ref. 23 , the magnetic tension in the reconnected magnetic field lines should be released by the shear flow, reducing the outflow speed produced by them and thus decreasing reconnection rates. This was also confirmed by a kinetic dispersion relation and 2D PIC simulations for thin CS 24 . And third, part of the available magnetic energy for reconnection that should be converted into particle energy is given back when the Hall currents are formed in the secondary magnetic islands. Overall, it is clear that reconnection rates should be reduced in the PIC low guide field regime, if the total plasma β is kept constant.
It is important to mention that Ref. 23 analyzed the effects of an in-plane shear flow in magnetic reconnection under a Hall-MHD model (without guide field). They concluded that reconnection rates should be reduced in presence of a shear flow according to the scaling laẇ
A , where V 0 is the initial flow speed,ψ andψ s reconnection rates without and with shear flow, respectively. As we can see in Fig. 7 , the extra factor
A is non-negligible in the lower PIC guide field regime b g = 5, 10 (with factors 0.57 and 0.89, respectively). For the corresponding PIC runs, the measured reduction in reconnection rates is on the order of 20% compared to the GK results (see Fig. 1 ), equivalent to a factor of 0.8. Note that although the estimate should not be applied directly to our case because of the strong guide field regime, the qualitative conclusion still holds. It is important to mention that previous studies have reported the generation of large scale and long duration magnetic fields as a result of the electron scale kinetic Kelvin-Helmholtz (K-H) instability [40] [41] [42] . This instability is closely related to the vortical flow pattern seen in our low PIC guide field runs inside of the secondary magnetic islands. However, these studies were for cold (v the ≪ V 0 ) shear flows in unmagnetized plasmas, and therefore do not apply directly to our case. Nevertheless, the physical mechanism that leads to magnetic field generation has many similarities with the one observed in our case. It is based on a current imbalance resulting from the mixing of electrons crossing the deformed shear interface during the non-linear evolution, amplifying any initial magnetic field perturbation in a way similar to the Weibel instability (for unmagnetized anisotropic plasmas). The dynamo process associated with the latter, similar to the seen in our case (See discussion of Fig. 8 ), is known to work in magnetized plasmas as well, although less efficiently [43] [44] [45] [46] . Note that Weibel instability has also been seen in PIC simulations of magnetic reconnection with a Harris sheet initialization, although without guide field 47, 48 .
VI. FINITE PLASMA BETA EFFECTS
Let us finally discuss the high beta case with β i = 1.0. Although the basic phenomenology of magnetic reconnection and secondary magnetic islands is similar, in general the agreement is better between different guide field PIC runs in the range b g = 1 → 10 and the corresponding GK results. This can be seen in the reconnection rates of Fig. 1(b) , as well as in the time evolution of the scaled magnetic fluctuations ΓδB z for the different PIC guide field and GK simulations, shown in Fig. 12(b) . The time evolution of the thermal pressure fluctuations ΓδP th in Fig. 12(a) displays a different behavior between the results given by both codes. As we already pointed out, the physical origin of these differences will be analyzed in a follow-up paper. There are at least two related reasons for the better agreement. The first one is because the absolute magnitude of the fluctuating quantities δP th and δB z are predicted to be smaller by around one order of magnitude compared to the low beta case, since they are proportional to ∝ 1/ √ β (see Eqs. (9) and (10)). In addition, the GK ordering parameter ǫ will also be reduced (see discussion of Eq. (7)), improving the validity of the model in this parameter regime. The physical consequences in that the largest deviations from the pressure equilibrium condition will be reduced by the same amount, making more accurate the predictions of the GK approach compared to a Vlasov plasma, and correspondingly the results given by the GK and PIC simulations (see Fig.13(1st. row) ). This also implies that the maximum net force due to the total pressure imbalance in the PIC low guide field regime will be much smaller than in the low beta case.
Second, the range of variation of the Alfvén to ion thermal speed (Eq. (15)), is decreased by a small amount in comparison to the low beta case: V A /v th,i = 0.1 → 0.7 going from b g = 10 → 1. This means that the Alfvén velocities are always subsonic (even in the extreme case of b g = 0, where a comparison between PIC and GK simulations would not make sense). As a result, the maximum values of the initial shear flow will also be subsonic. For the lowest PIC guide field considered, b g = 1, the value is max(V y0 ) ∼ 0.3V A ∼ 0.2v th,i . Moreover, reconnection rates are reduced by a factor of two in this regime (see Fig. 1(b) ). Then, the maximum electron/ion outflows speeds in units of V A , proportional to the reconnection rates, will also be further reduced in comparison to the low beta case, becoming negligible when measured in units of v th,i . More precisely, we measured maximum electron outflows speeds on the order of 0.75V A (see Fig.13(3rd. row) ) and ion outflows on the order of 0.3V A (see Fig.13(4rd. row) ), roughly smaller by a factor of 3 compared with the corresponding values in the low beta case.
The previous observation has two physical consequences. For the GK model, the maximum deviations from the drift approximation where this approach holds, proportional to the maximum speeds in units of v th,i , will be smaller than in the low beta case (see discussion in Sec. V A). Consequently, a comparison with the fully kinetic model will be more reliable. For the fully kinetic approach modeled via PIC simulations, smaller reconnection rates imply less open separatrices and smaller secondary magnetic islands. In the small guide field regime (b g ≈ 1) there is still a strong effect of the shear flow around these structures, producing currents (see, e.g., Fig. 13(a3)-(a4) ) which become negligible for b g 3 (see, e.g., Fig. 13(b3)-(b4) for b g = 5) . In fact, the Hall term and the corresponding decoupling of electrons and ions is facilitated in high plasma beta environments. That is why we observed in-plane current densities twice as high as the values seen in the low beta case (Fig. 8) , as can be calculated from the electron/ion flows in Figs. 13(3rd. row) and Figs. 13(4rd. row) . But the generation of core magnetic field, according to the estimate Eq. (16), is proportional to the length scale ∆L, which is roughly five times smaller in this case compared to the low beta case (secondary magnetic islands close to the X point have size around ∼ 2ρ i across the x direction, while the magnetic island at y boundaries has size around ∼ 4ρ i ). Furthermore, the magnetic field generation due to the colliding outflows at the y boundaries is reduced, since the maximum outflows speeds are smaller than in the low beta case. This can be seen in the time evolution of ΓδB z in Fig. 12(b) , where the deviations are significant only for b g = 1 and much smaller in absolute terms compared with the low beta case. Convergence with the GK results is already reached with values b g 3 (see, e.g., the second column of Fig. 13 for b g = 5) . This reduction of core magnetic field strength in high β plasmas is in agreement with previous hybrid simulations 21 (although for very low guide fields b g < 1). Figure 13 . Contour plots showing different quantities in the high beta case βi = 1.0 for two PIC guide fields and the corresponding GK result, at a time t = 50τA. First top row: scaled total pressure ΓδP total /P th,0 . a1) PIC bg = 1, b1) PIC bg = 5, c1) GK. The latter is identically zero to machine precision. Second row: Scaled magnetic fluctuations ΓδBz/BT . a2) PIC bg = 1, b2) PIC bg = 5, c2) GK. Third row: Vector plot of the in-plane electron bulk velocity with color coded the component Ve,y/VA. a3) PIC bg = 1, b3) PIC bg = 5, c3) GK. Bottom fourth row: Vector plot of the in-plane ion bulk velocity with color coded the component Vi,y/VA. a4) PIC bg = 1, b4) PIC bg = 5, c4) GK.
In this point it is important to mention that there is in general a higher level of numerical noise, and associated numerical heating, in this high beta case compared to the low beta one for the PIC runs. It becomes increasingly important for higher guide fields, reducing even faster the signal-to-noise ratio. This is, in part, responsible for the monotonically increasing thermal pressure fluctuations in Fig. 12(a) for later times, especially in the case b g = 10. This observation was already pointed out by Ref. 13 , being a well known consequence of the enhanced numerical collisions in weakly magnetized environments simulated by PIC codes, or equivalently, in high beta plasmas 49 . Therefore, by analyzing a different set of simulations in a high β plasma regime, we could distinguish between the different effects of violations of the gyrokinetic ordering and the initial shear flow always present in the PIC force free CS. The first effect is encoded in the parameter ǫ (Eq. (7)), which can be as high as 4 in the low beta case for the lowest guide field b g = 5. Then, strong deviations from the PIC simulation results are expected in this regime. On the other hand, ǫ = 0.2 for the lowest guide field b g = 1 in the high beta case, and a better agreement is observed. However, we still could find generation of core magnetic field and other phenomena associated with the initial shear flow, although with reduced strength. This also breaks the comparison between PIC to GK, but it does not only rely on the relative value of V A /v th,i and other parameter associated to the initial shear flow, but also in the fact that reconnection rates are smaller (less open separatrices and smaller magnetic islands). Thus, we can conclude that a reliable comparison between PIC-GK simulations of magnetic reconnection can be obtained with parameters that provides smaller fluctuations levels (high β plasmas), lower ratios V A /v th,i and also relatively small reconnection rates dΨ/dt (proportional to V e,out /V A , with V e,out the maximum electron outflow speeds). The balance of this three parameters guarantee a good convergence. However, PIC codes shows an enhanced numerical heating in high β plasmas, making a comparison with GK not so reliable in this regime.
VII. CONCLUSIONS
We have carried out a comparison of magnetic reconnection in the limit of strong guide field between two plasma models by using fully kinetic PIC and gyrokinetic simulations of force free current sheets. Our study extends a previous work by Ref. 13 . We established the limits of applicability of the gyrokinetic approach compared to the fully kinetic model in the realistic regime of finite PIC guide fields, and the physical reasons behind these differences. Note that the following conclusions are based on sets of runs with total ion plasma β i = 0.01 constant for different PIC guide fields.
First, by using an independent set of PIC and gyrokinetic codes, we found the limitations in the linear scaling reported by Ref. 13 in both thermal and magnetic fluctuations. PIC simulations in the low guide field regime show deviations in the inverse scaling with the guide field, not converging properly to the gyrokinetic results. These deviations start to be especially significant when secondary magnetic islands start to form, after the reconnection peak time. In this paper we focus on the additional magnetic fluctuations revealed by the PIC low guide field runs, which are mostly due to macroscopic bulk plasma motions. The analysis of the differences in the thermal fluctuations -that have to do with dissipative processes, heating mechanisms and non thermal effectswill be addressed in a follow-up paper.
In particular, we found that the PIC low guide field regime shows an excess of magnetic pressure inside of the secondary magnetic islands (core magnetic field), reaching maximum values for times much later than the reconnection peak time. Correspondingly, the agreement between the two plasma descriptions is better before the formation of these structures, during the linear phase of magnetic reconnection. This excess of magnetic pressure is not compensated by a corresponding decrease in the thermal pressure. The numerical reason is that gyrokinetic codes keep the pressure equilibrium condition to machine precision, while PIC codes allow large deviations from it. Therefore, although the gyrokinetic results can be comparable to the PIC ones for relatively low guide fields (b g = 5, 10) in the separatrices close to the X points, a convergence in the secondary magnetic islands require much higher guide fields (b g 30).
We found that the physical mechanism that generates the core magnetic field is due to an initial shear flow present in the force free PIC initialization. This shear flow, that also produces asymmetric separatrices and reduces reconnection rates, is negligible in the limit of strong guide field and absent in the corresponding gyrokinetic initialization. Through a Hall effect that decouples electron from ion motion, vortical electron flow patterns are generated in the secondary magnetic islands as the magnetic reconnection wraps up magnetic field lines around these structures, carrying the electron shear flow with them. This magnetic field weakens for higher PIC guide field runs, converging to the gyrokinetic result, since the shear flow is not strong enough to drive the currents capable of generating it (when measured in absolute units). There is also an out-of-plane magnetic field generation due to boundary effects in the periodic y boundaries. PIC runs show a strong magnetic field due to the colliding outflows, non negligible even for stronger guide fields.
The generation of magnetic field inside of the secondary magnetic islands is associated with a dynamo effect ( J · E < 0). Moreover, although the islands in the PIC low guide field regime have similar morphology to these formed with much stronger guide fields and the ones seen in the gyrokinetic simulations, they have another fundamental difference. The outflows from the main X point make these islands drift along very quickly, following the bulk flow due to reconnection and not developing their own internal flow patterns.
We also showed that the relative ratio of the electron outflow speed to the ion thermal speed, proportional to V A /v th,i , is higher for the PIC low guide field regime, reaching values close to 1 for b g 10. This breaks the perpendicular drift approximation, a critical assumption in which the gyrokinetic codes (and the gyrokinetic theory in general) are based, and thus an additional source of differences is expected compared to the PIC simulation results.
In spite of all those differences, the gyrokinetic simulations show a development of magnetic reconnection remarkably similar to the PIC high guide field runs. This is of central importance due to the computational savings of the first ones. Indeed, for the low beta case, we measured speed-ups by a factor of 10 3 between the gyrokinetic run compared to a corresponding PIC guide field b g = 50 simulation. However, the computational cost of a PIC simulation decreases linearly with the guide field, in such a way that in the low guide field regime (b g ∼ 5), the speed-up and advantages of using gyrokinetic instead of PIC simulations are not so notorious.
Finally, we also analyzed the effects of a high plasma beta β i = 1.0 compared to our standard case β i = 0.01. Although the basic phenomenology is similar, we could notice a better agreement between the corresponding PIC and gyrokinetic results, reaching a relatively good convergence for guide fields as low as b g ∼ 3. From this, we can conclude that an accurate comparison between PIC and gyrokinetic force free simulations of magnetic reconnection requires high plasma β ∼ 1 (to reduce the fluctuation level proportional to 1/ √ β i ), although PIC codes are affected by enhanced numerical heating in this regime. Moreover, it necessary to have parameters with low ratios V A /v th,i ≪ 1 (to avoid the effects of the initial shear flow) and a small ordering parameter ǫ ≪ 1 in the gyrokinetic initialization. In addition, it is also required that reconnection rates should not be too high (dΨ/dt)/Ψ N 0.1. In the gyrokinetic model, this is to avoid super-Alfvénic outflows that might break the perpendicular drift approximation. In the kinetic description, this is to avoid to have open separatrices and larger secondary magnetic islands that can facilitate the generation of core magnetic field. The balance of these related numerical and physical parameters allow to determine a convenient parameter regime for an accurate comparison of magnetic reconnection between these plasma models.
